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Abstract 

Desertion was significant drain on the British Army’s slender manpower resources 

during the Napoleonic Wars, despite severe military justice that could inflict the capital 

punishment for this military crime. This article explores the reasons why soldiers left the 

Army and it argues that there were three main wellsprings of desertion: adjustment to life as a 

soldier; discontent with the service; and opportunities beyond the service. These factors 

underlay soldiers’ decision to leave the Army, but location also played a crucial aspect, either 

facilitating or supressing desertion. These causes and influences explain the incidence of 

desertion at a macro level and also the wide variations in absence rates between individual 

units. Moreover, desertion demonstrates that soldiers had both a strong sense of their rights - 

attitudes that were transferred from their civilian lives - and continued connections with 

civilian society. 
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Deserters are often shadowy figures in military history, and the historian has to 

overcome the power constructions inherent in military records that, predictably, reflect the 

status of desertion as a military crime. The term is pejorative, usually conflated with 

cowardice, and often applied indiscriminately by military hierarchies so masking the motives 

of, and circumstances influencing, soldiers. Desertion from military service, however, is 

receiving more focused scholarly attention as military history has incorporated approaches 

from social and cultural history. Such work has highlighted that military absenteeism was 

often a complex phenomenon, particularly in twentieth-century wars.1 Desertion from the 

British Army in the eighteenth century has also received attention, with studies of deserter 

advertisements in newspapers alongside work on military justice.2 The value of exploring the 

problem has been particularly demonstrated by Joseph Cozens’ work on 1803 to 1805, which 

challenges views that this was an era of mass patriotism.3 This article argues that desertion 

from the British Army stemmed from three main factors: adjustment to life as a soldier; 

discontent with the service; and opportunities outside the Army. Additionally, the soldier’s 

immediate environment played a part, sometimes encouraging desertion whilst in other places 

suppressing its incidence. 

Desertion could be a serious problem for military authorities, sapping the morale, 

discipline, and size of a military force that they had often done so much to assemble and 

maintain. In continental Europe it also became a test of state power, particularly in the 

Napoleonic Empire.4 Like its continental counterparts, desertion was a significant drain on 

the British Army. Between 1803 and 1815 there were 77,696 cases of desertion, a loss it 

could ill afford when it struggled to recruit enough men to cover total casualties (deaths, 

discharges, and desertions) during the Peninsular War period.5  The problem was not limited 

to the regular units, and 4,750 absconded from the militia between the years 1811 and 1813 

(the years for which we have figures), and 4,278 men left the Army of Reserve in 1803, 
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representing the bulk of the casualties in these forces.6 Within these broad figures, however, 

there were significant variations in desertion rates by place, unit, and period.7 Even a cursory 

glance at military records demonstrates the disparity between units. For example, in the 1807 

bi-annual inspect returns the 13th Foot lost 9% of its strength, whilst no soldier deserted from 

1/48th Foot in the same period.8 What follows explores this phenomenon.  

There are methodological challenges when exploring desertion. In the eighteenth 

century the issue was largely accepted as a facet of European military life.9 Overt discussions 

of its causes seldom appear in records and those cases that did make it to trial, and so 

eventually archives, are atypical. Only a tiny fraction of incidents – just fewer than 400 – 

were tried at general courts martial between 1807 and 1815.10 Military justice at this level 

was a protracted process and unable to deal with the numbers of cases, so it was used 

selectively and for exemplary purposes. For example, in 1807 James Thompson was 

considered “a fit subject to be made an example of” after he absconded from the 55th Foot 

and confessed to desertion from the Ayrshire Militia.11 John McAnalty was also selected for a 

trial after he deserted “from three services in a very short space of time”,12 and similarly 

Samuel Hulston faced a trial for his multiple desertions from the militia and the British Army, 

including fleeing from the Royal West Indian Rangers, a unit he had been sent to as 

punishment for his earlier desertions.13 Yet it is these records and the particular crime of 

desertion to the enemy that have received scholarly attention.14  

To uncover a more rounded picture of subject we need to consider material beyond 

purely courts martial records and examine Army statistics and broad correspondence on the 

issue. In particular, this article utilises registers from 1811-1815 that detail desertions by unit 

to uncover patterns and motivations.15 Firstly, however, this article considers what constituted 

the military crime of desertion and shows the potential variability in its application. Then 

follows a discussion of the main causes of desertion arguing that there were three main 
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causes: adjustment to life as a soldier; discontent with the service; and opportunities beyond 

the service. These factors are then correlated against both the macro picture of desertion 

statistics and a detailed examination of some units, which highlights the significance of 

location in tempering or facilitating desertion rates. 

Defining desertion 

Any potential deserter faced the prospect of harsh punishment if he ran. According to military 

justice codes a general court martial could inflict punishments that included the death penalty, 

transportation for life, and branding with letter D.16 However, deserters had a fair chance of 

not being caught. Despite extensive descriptions being circulated, which gave details of their 

home, trade, age, and textual depictions that verge on biometric data (such as height, eye 

colour, head and nose shape) as well as other noteworthy features,17 military justice relied on 

other enlisted men who knew them.18 Pro-actively searching for deserters necessarily 

required a detachment of men and it was not always worth the effort. The author of Jottings 

from my Sabretache recalled such a mission. Attired in civilian clothes made by the 

regimental tailor, his only clue “was two dashing London female acquaintances”. He waited 

at their home and then stowed away in their carriage as they sped to Whitechapel, but once 

they alighted he soon lost sight of them.19 Occasionally, the peripatetic military population led 

to deserters being caught accidentally. Whilst in Guildford John White was accused of being a 

deserter yet claimed he had been discharged from the 7th Royal Veteran Battalion and that his 

papers were with a friend. After being confronted by a private of his old corps (the 9th Light 

Dragoons) stationed in the same town he confessed.20 Similarly, John MacGuire, a deserter 

from the 1/19th Foot, had the misfortune to come across the soldier who had enlisted him two 

years before.21  

Even when in custody, confirming identity could be problematic. Thomas Fitzgibbon 

was suspected of desertion from the 1/62nd Foot and was sent to the army depot to see if 
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anyone there recognised him. No-one did and so he was sent to the battalion in the 

Mediterranean.22 Two men arrived in a boat at Winchelsea having deserted from Guernsey, 

and pretended to be escaped prisoners of war from France. Whilst the War Office was 

investigating, they promptly deserted again.23 It is unsurprising that military authorities relied 

heavily on confessions, and twelve out of nineteen cases in Guildford between 1808 and 1815 

admitted their crime.24  

Not all absences were deemed desertion, and the definition of the crime was socially 

and culturally influenced. A military dictionary from 1780 simply stated that a deserter was 

“A soldier that runs away from the enemy, or that quits the service without leave, or runs 

from one regiment to another” and then goes on to outline applicable punishments.25 The 

annual Mutiny Act was equally terse, only codifying that a soldier who enlisted in any other 

form of military service without a proper discharge was a deserter.26  Glenn Steppler’s work 

on the late eighteenth century has shown that officers had considerable latitude in deciding 

charges for disciplinary infractions.27 This discretion was articulated in Adye’s A Treatise on 

courts martial, which informed officers that soldiers on a charge of desertion could be found 

guilty of a lesser crime, such as absence without leave. As Adye put it: 

The act and deed is the same, but the intentions that accompany it, which must be 

judged from circumstances, are what constitute the crime, and not the length of 

time that he is absent, or the distances to which he escapes. Many a man flies from 

his colours but for a short time, and yet gives evident proof of being a deserter in 

every sense of the word, whilst another, poor wretch! may absent himself much 

longer, through drunkenness, fear of punishment for some other offence 

committed, etc., and yet manifest no intention of totalling abandoning the 

service.28  
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Nevertheless, a soldier leaving a unit was taking a gamble, albeit perhaps calculated, as there 

was always a chance that this case would be used as an example for others.  

Causes 

The irregular application of military law may account for some causes and recorded 

incidence of desertion, but does not provide a full account. Broadly, three categories of 

desertion can be discerned: recruits who deserted out of nostalgia or in response to the initial 

shock of a regimented life style; those who absconded after some service, often as a protest 

against conditions of service; and those who decided to leave their unit permanently because 

of pull factors, including the inducements of financial gain elsewhere. Like Cozens’ recent 

exploration of desertion in the early part of Napoleonic Wars in Britain, this article 

challenges the stereotyping of deserters as social misfits or a reaction to a brutal regime.29 

Desertion from recruits was predicated on their adjustment to military life. Becoming 

a soldier could be a shock, especially when many were enlisted on the promise of adventure 

yet the reality was one of boredom, interspersed with repetitive drill to learn basic military 

manoeuvres, all within highly disciplined, hierarchical organisation. Charles O’Neil, a soldier 

memorialist, soon found that it was the excitement of desertions that enthralled him: “The 

very romance connected with the undertaking, and the thrilling interest that existed in 

listening to these adventures, strengthened in my mind my desire to share in their experience”, 

although it was a punishment for a breach of discipline when he felt he was innocent that 

finally persuaded him to desert.30 Other memoirs show that homesickness was common, and 

nostalgia was recognised as a disease that particularly affected recruits.31 For many soldiers 

these impulses were too strong and like Charles O’Neil they left with the intention of 

returning home.32 

It was estimated by the Commander-in-Chief, the Duke of York, that a tenth of recruits 

absconded,33 and his calculation is corroborated by figure 1 where the frequency of cases was 
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very high in the first year of service: over 40% of incidents occurred within twelve months of 

enlisting, and a quarter within two months. Desertion from recruits is also substantiated in other 

ways: 134 cases from the sample have identical places of enlistment and disappearance (or 23% 

of the records that include these details).  Demographic analysis also shows that many were 

new soldiers. The mean age of the sample was just over 23, younger than the average of 27 or 

28 for all soldiers, and 471 desertions were from 18-21 year-olds, matching the typical ages 

for enlistment.34 

<Insert Figure 1 near here> 

A second cause of desertion was dissatisfaction with conditions in the service, which 

could either result in a temporary absence, akin to withdrawing their labour, or an attempt to 

completely leave their unit. Although Peter Boroughs has argued that most disgruntled long 

serving soldiers post-1815 were likely to express their discontent through drunkenness or 

unruly behaviour rather than desertion,35 this does not appear to be the case during the 

Peninsular War period. Indeed, figure 1 demonstrates a persistent but low level of desertion 

from longer serving soldiers, and some soldiers were very determined to leave. For example, 

Paget Bailey absconded from his hospital bed at Haslemere whilst recovering from a shot 

wound itself inflicted while he was trying to flee a party that was escorting him back to his 

unit.36  

Stephen Conway has demonstrated that eighteenth century British soldiers viewed 

their service as a tacit military compact,37 and although this never manifested itself in the 

highly principled and theatrical way that Fred Anderson highlighted in his study of New 

England provincial soldiers in the Seven Years War,38 desertion cases show that these 

attitudes were still prevalent in the Napoleonic Wars in spite of increasing rhetorical calls to 

duty and nation.39 The moral economy of soldiers manifested itself particularly as temporary 

protests. John Carrol and George Callaghan fled from a hospital on Guernsey because it was 
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a “dear place” in contrast to their experience in the 2/67th Foot.40 Some deserters made no 

attempt to disguise themselves or flee very far. Hugh Machiver immediately confessed to 

deserting from the 5th Dragoon Guards when he was confronted by a corporal of the 2nd 

Surrey Militia in the King’s Head public house in Guildford, a day after absconding.41 John 

Dunning hardly had any intent to leave the service. After four days he was detected in a 

public house and the sergeant who recaptured him testified that “I put my hand on his 

shoulders and said you are the man I want, and the prisoner said ‘I am glad you are come’. 

He had his regimental jacket and breeches on and was in no ways disguised.”42 Protest as a 

cause of desertion is epitomised by the evidence from the trial of John Smith and William 

Langford. They left because of low pay and their treatment by two NCOs but whilst on the 

run wrote many letters seeking their Colonel’s forgiveness and asking for a pass so they 

could return safely to their regiment.43 

Viewing the problem as temporary withdrawal of labour explains why between a third 

and one half of all deserters went back to their units, and the difficulties with capture and 

identification discussed above mean that most would have given themselves up. For example, 

between 1807 and 1815 102 men deserted from the 15th Light Dragoons of whom thirty-three 

men returned; in the 1/36th Foot, the figures were thirty-seven out of eight-eight whilst the 

regiment’s second battalion recovered 105 out of 236 deserters.44 Furthermore, some were not 

sent back to their unit but to specific penal corps, meaning that the number of returned deserters 

is likely to be higher still.45 

Reintegrating back into the regiment after deserting could be problematic. Sometimes 

soldiers were ostracised for their actions, rejected by the close-knit mess groups that were so 

important in sustaining troops on campaign.46 Additional incentive to reoffend could come 

from financial pressures. If they sold their equipment whilst on the run then the cost of the 

new kit they needed was deducted from their pay. In such circumstances, a soldier’s mind 
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would inevitably turn to a new start in another regiment. Francis Morpeth of the 31st Foot was 

a typical case: he deserted three times in one year, each time returning without any part of his 

“regimental clothes or necessaries”, which resulted in him owing over £5 to the regiment.47 

A significant number of longer serving soldiers deserted to permanently leave the 

service, and often these were provoked by pull factors outside the Army rather than 

conditions within it. In other studies of soldiers in the eighteenth century, home, sweethearts 

and families feature in the reasons that soldiers deserted, usually evidenced in memoirs, 

personal correspondence, and cultural references.48 There is little direct testimony in courts 

martial or confessions of private matters, although this maybe the result of soldiers knowing 

that it was a futile trial defence but evidence of familial ties is extant in other records. A 

private from the 10th Light Dragoon who deserted on June 2, 1812 was thought to have gone 

to his wife in Northallerton, whilst John Smith and William Langford were caught by a 

sergeant whilst they were at Smith’s mother in Newark.49 From our sample of deserter returns, 

122 cases, or 9%, specifically mention the soldier being on furlough, suggesting that they 

deserted whilst with family or friends. Illuminating details are provided in some cases, for 

example John Henderson and Charles McGowan (6th Dragoon Guards) deserted from 

furlough in Clogher (County Tyrone) and Manorhamilton (County Leitrim) respectively and 

were supposed to have emigrated to America, perhaps joining family and friends who were 

emigrating.50 Military authorities recognised soldiers’ ties to families and home and tried to 

exploit this by requiring regimental officers to send details of deserters to their home parish 

“in order that the same may be exposed to public view in the Church, or such other 

conspicuous Place, as may render it impossible for Men, who have been guilty of this Crime, 

to return to their Friends and Home (on whom they have brought disgrace by their 

Misconduct) without immediate detection”.51 
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Further evidence of contractual attitudes towards soldiering amongst the rank and file 

emerged in 1814 and 1815. Napoleon’s abdication in April 1814 brought the war in Europe to 

an end, but this resulted in a surge in desertions in some units, particularly those who went to 

North America after serving in the Peninsular War. The War of 1812 was seen by some 

soldiers who had served in Iberia as a distinct conflict, one they felt they had not signed up to 

fight. An anonymous soldier recorded his feelings when his discharge was refused in 1814: “I 

was almost tempted to desert. I lamented my becoming a soldier, … to be so near home, and 

almost free, and yet to be sent across the Atlantic was very galling.”52 John Spencer Cooper had 

only three weeks service left in 1814, but before he obtained the required signature for his 

discharge from his Colonel his regiment was sent to North America. Understandably, he 

described himself as “In the very worst humour”.53 Many men in France took the chance and 

fled before they were shipped across the Atlantic. The 71st Foot were said to have lost twenty 

men the night before they sailed for America, “chiefly, it was supposed from the attractions or 

enticements of French women” as one soldier memoirist put it.54 Those without such ties acted 

on their resentment once they arrived in North America. 

The effect of this discontent on particular corps was noticeable. The 1/6th Foot, for 

example, had thirty-seven cases of desertion in four months of 1815, compared to four during 

its campaigns in Spain during the whole of 1813.55 The War of 1812 was a particular injustice 

to soldiers who had enlisted under Windham’s short service scheme. From a selection of 

regiments, 35% of the rank and file had enlisted under these terms in 1813, and although only 6% 

were due for a discharge in 1813 and 1814 some units had a disproportionally high number of 

limited service men. For example, 173 out of 901 privates in the 1/7th Foot had a year or less to 

serve,56 and 12 men deserted just before the unit left for North America in October 1814.57 The 

effect of long-serving soldiers leaving in 1814 and 1815 is highlighted by the average length of 

service of deserters, which doubled to 784 days for the period April 1814–December 1815 
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compared to 341 days for the previous 3 years. Interestingly, there was a dip in this mean 

around the Waterloo campaign, as can be seen in figure 2, further evidence that the War of 

1812 was a grievance.  

<Insert Figure 2 near here> 

The final major contributor to desertion was the financial draw of claiming a bounty 

by enlisting in another unit. Contemporaries certainly recognised bounty jumping as a 

problem (if not the term), and Windham’s recruiting reforms of 1807 sought to address this 

by reducing this payment.58 In one officer’s opinion bounties had “reduced the practice of 

desertion to a system”59 and some soldiers systematically engaged in bounty jumping, 

exploiting military law to escape justice. A Chelsea pensioner, Mr. Smith, was “in the habit 

of engaging himself as a recruit with different parties, and afterwards obtaining his discharge 

on the pretence of lameness.”60 John Cullen, a pensioner of the 87th Foot, also attempted the 

same, enlisting under the name Tiffen in the Royal African Corps.61  In 1814 some 

militiamen deserted, joined recruiting parties of regular regiments and then gave themselves 

up as militiamen, and so had to be sent back to their original units.62  The military authorities 

knew some repeat offenders and were so exasperated with John Wilson and Thomas Bouler 

that they wanted to know if there was any means of stopping them from deserting again.63 In 

1813, the Commander-in-Chief Duke of York warned recruiting parties about “trampers”, 

who “gave no satisfactory account of themselves but proceed through the country, from one 

district to another, enlisting with whatever Party will receive them, with the sole view of 

getting the bounty on intermediate approval, and afterwards deserting.”64  

Bounty jumping was a component of the makeshift economy of the communities that 

many soldiers came from, but the Army’s policies were exploited more systematically by 

individuals and even groups, to the point that it provided another pull factor to leave. As 

anyone who brought a recruit to a recruiting party was paid three guineas – significantly more 
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than the twenty shilling reward for a deserter – there was a financial incentive for an 

accomplice to hide a deserter’s identity if he wanted to re-enlist.65 James Smith persuaded 

John Ross of the 78th Foot to desert,66 and Lieutenant Sharpe, a half-pay officer, induced a 

man of the 7th Light Dragoons to leave.67 There were also large numbers of Chelsea 

pensioners who were involved in similar cases, a testament to different attitudes towards 

desertion,68 which are further evidenced by the involvement of Mess. Tudor, Cannon and 

Sons, army agents, who persuaded William Lee of the 10th Light Dragoons to desert.69 

Organised criminals, probably former crimps (civilians who recruited men often 

through dubious practices) who had seen their services bypassed as the military authorities 

tightened up its recruiting procedures, were involved in this trade in men.70 Most of their 

activity centred on ports where they encouraged desertion from the Army to the Royal Navy, 

a much harder crime to detect as the individual could be shipped off immediately and not 

return to Britain for some time. Liverpool had a particularly active group, and John McAnalty 

revealed their methods: 

When I was quartered at Liverpool I promiscuously fell into bad company and 

after some drinking with them for some time they advised me to desert and quit the 

regiment entirely, at the same time recommending and praising the Sea Service, 

being young and ignorant of what I was doing, I quitted the regiment, and willing 

to try my fortune at Sea in the Service of the King I entered on board of the 

Princess vessel lying at Liverpool for the purpose of receiving Seamen for His 

Majesty’s Service.71 

More evidence came to light after a deserter from the 89th Foot turned King’s evidence to get 

a pardon and a private of the 74th Foot discovered a deserter concealed in a safe house near 

his quarters. The gang running the enterprise felt sufficiently bold that they attempted to 
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murder the private of the 89th and another private who gave evidence against them.72 In 

investigating these crimes, it was again found that many of the culprits were Chelsea 

pensioners.73 Similar cases emerged at Hull involving a publican,74 and in Brighton.75 

Prosecuting those involved proved difficult,76 and consequently aggravated desertion was 

introduced as a crime in the 1813 Mutiny Act, making it a finable offence even to advertise a 

service that could provide men for the Navy, Army or East India Company.77 It is difficult to 

assess the extent of desertion to other regiments and the Royal Navy through these means, but 

90% of deserters in other units who surrendered under pardons were either in the Navy or 

Royal Marines, suggesting it was a significant issue.78 

An additional factor in the decision to desert was finding a fellow soldier to leave 

with. 489 cases from 1289 occurred on the same day and in the same, suggesting that they 

left together. Usually, desertion was in pairs (132 incidences), with the occasional three (38 

incidences), and the largest group in our sample was eight men who left 1/1st Foot at 

Queenston, Canada, on February 12, 1814. A particularly illustrative case occurred in 

Guernsey on July 11, 1813 when privates Elkins (a volunteer from the Dorset Militia), 

Richardson (recruited in Barnett), and Nunn (a native from the island) stole a boat from Vale 

Bay; most likely Nunn provided the expertise about the local area for such an enterprise, and 

three in the boat would have helped shared the workload crossing the channel. A shared 

desire to get back home can be inferred from deserters having the same, or similar, place of 

enlistment. A incident from the 2/36th Foot is indicative of this: Robert Haydon and John 

Perry left Blatchington barracks on September 6, 1813 - both were from Dublin and had 

enlisted on the same day. A more intriguing example is provided by the desertions from the 

9th Light Dragoon on February 23, 1814 at Nottingham of Robert Moxham, a 21 year-old 

from London who had served just eighteen months, and Richard Phisby, a 23 year-old from 

Hounslow who was a soldier of five years.79 
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All the factors discussed above prompted thoughts about desertion, but the location of 

the soldier and prospects this environment offered to him to escape his unit, avoid recapture 

and survive provided the catalyst. Interactions with communities could range from apathy, 

collaboration, or even exploitation, and reveal multi-lateral relationships between soldiers and 

society. Generally, opportunities on the run explain why soldiers left with their kit, or stole 

supplies or equipment, as it provided something they could sell or trade. Also, desertion was 

more likely to occur in the summer months in the UK,80 reflecting prospects for work during 

the harvest for a man who wished to earn a little but maintain his anonymity.  

Recruits often had opportunities and some means to survive whilst in the run: many 

had their bounty money and a considerable journey ahead of to reach their unit. Furthermore, 

they were likely to only have a NCO overseeing them and be billeted on their journey rather 

than stationed in the more controlled environment of a barrack. Recognising this, the Horse 

Guards (the office of the Commander-in-Chief) sought to decrease the time recruits spent 

travelling overland thus limiting openings to leave, and efforts were made to remove new 

recruits from familiar surroundings quickly. Increasingly, recruits were shipped around the 

UK after being sent to depots at Leith, Tilbury, and Cork. New soldiers for regiments 

stationed in Ireland from the north west of England were dispatched to their units via 

Liverpool rather than following the usual practice of going to the army depot on the Isle of 

Wight first.81  

Deserters depended upon the sympathy of civilians if they were to avoid recapture. 

Charles O’Neil found someone to help when he decided to desert for the first time: 

Into this shop I saw an old clothes man enter, and immediately followed him. 

Having ordered a pint of porter for him, I asked him if he would be willing to 

exchange his old and ragged clothes for my new suit. He said he would, and 

informed me that I might meet him under a bridge near, where we might exchange. 
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Observing that no one was near, I went under the bridge, and soon reappeared, 

dressed in his old clothes, and bearing his pack. Thus disguised, I walked bravely 

onwards, even passing some of my old comrades, who did not recognise me.82 

Later during his journey, after some trepidation, he confessed to a farmer who asked him 

directly if he had been a soldier. The farmer then provided him with another set of clothes 

and took O’Neil in his market wagon to the door of O’Neil’s parental home.83 James Green, a 

deserter from the 75th Foot, was thought to have returned to his former trade as collier and be 

in a coal pit near Glasgow.84 Further evidence of protection by communities and friends 

comes from newspapers. William Mann, a farmer from Cold Norton in Suffolk was fined £20 

for harbouring a deserter from the 10th Foot “knowing him to be such”, and servants of the 

Duke of St. Albans tried to rescue a deserter who was employed as a coachman.85 Perhaps the 

most extraordinary case was the riot at St Giles’, London, in 1804 when a “mob” attempted to 

rescue a deserter whilst a detachment of the 23rd Foot held him in the Horse-Shoe public 

house, threw bricks at the windows, attempted to storm the pub and assaulted the soldiers and 

officer.86  

The extent and geography of desertion 

St Giles’ was well known for its Irish community, and taking a broader geographical 

focus, Ireland appears as a problem area for desertion. Seven out of the ten units that suffered 

the highest desertion rates in 1811 were stationed there (1/37th, 2/90th, 2/84th, 2/59th, 2/21st, 

2/32nd, and 2/40th Foot). These figures confirmed the Horse Guards’ view that Ireland was a 

problem area for desertion and it is little wonder that it ordered recruits for regiments that had 

a battalion in both Britain and Ireland to be sent to the former.87 The poor situation in Ireland 

should be treated with some caution as the data reflects divisions in the administrative 

structures of the Army and there is limited information to make comparisons with other 
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regions in the UK. Registers from 1811 to 1814 highlight high rates of desertion in locations 

with a large military presence, particularly the south-east of England. Of course, this data is 

skewed by the stations of the regiment sampled, but nevertheless broad trends can be 

observed. Edinburgh and London top the list reflecting the ease of absconding in a large 

military community, potential anonymity offered by cities and good communication links that 

they offered. Similar can be said of other urban centres across the British Isles, like Dublin, 

Leeds, Nottingham, Birmingham and Manchester, which were also the headquarters of 

recruiting districts and so home to a transient military population. The list of towns and places 

that immediately follow London are concentrated in Hampshire, Sussex, Middlesex, and Surrey: 

Chichester (46); Brighton (30, including figures from the barracks); Hythe (28); and Guildford 

(15).  These were all garrisons with frequent movement of troops. Guildford, for example, was 

a stopover town on the main military route between London to Portsmouth, a factor that also 

explains the prominence of desertion in Carlisle and York (16 and 15 desertions respectively) 

as they were on the main roads to and from Scotland.  

Canada, specifically the Niagara region on the border between modern day Ontario and 

New York State, also witnessed particular high rates of desertions and there were 90 cases in 

the sample of deserter registers. As discussed earlier, some soldiers were peeved about the War 

of 1812, but there were also additional factors in operation that facilitated desertion. Firstly, 

weak military control and irregular pay and supplies (itself a function of the distances involved) 

meant that desertion was higher amongst units in Canada, particularly Canadian local defence 

forces.88 This was also a problem that the US Army suffered from, and in a bid to attract 

recruits the US government offered lavish bounties, as much as $124 and 320 acres of land; the 

cash bounty alone was equivalent to £32 at a time when the British Army was offering £6 6s,89 

introducing a significant motive to engage in bounty jumping. Even the $50 given immediately 

at enlistment was still a substantial sum.90 Stagg has calculated that 9% of the US Army was 
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born in the UK, and perhaps rather than assuming all these were recent immigrants some 

could have been British soldiers who deserted for the powerful incentive of the cash, land, 

and potentially a new life. The higher rate of desertion among British-born US soldiers is also 

suggestive of an inter-army problem.91 Generally, the environment offered opportunities to 

start anew, suitable cover stories could be created with the commonplace coming and goings 

of soldiers from a bewildering variety of units and terms of service, and it all took place 

within a largely English-speaking community. In this regard, areas of Canada and the US had 

much in common with the circumstances in the British Isles for desertion.  

Given all the dynamics pushing or pulling individual soldiers to leave coupled with 

the influence of the locality, it is unsurprising that desertion rates varied across the period. As 

Table 1 shows, figures generally dropped during the 1810s with peaks at the beginning and 

the end of the war. The impact of desertions from recruits can be detected in the high 

percentage for 1805, following the Army’s rapid expansion between 1803 and 1805, and 

whilst it continued to grow thereafter it increasingly relied on transfers from militiamen – 

soldiers who had already adjusted to service life. There are also spikes from Foreign and 

Colonial corps in 1806, 1808 and 1812-13 following significant increases in their strength. 

The high figures in 1814 and 1815 echo contractual attitudes towards soldiering discussed 

above that were particularly excited by the end of the war in Europe. 

<Insert Table 1 near here> 

It is worth noting that most of the foreign and colonial units served exclusively 

overseas, as colonial corps had geographically restricted terms of service and foreign corps 

were only permitted within the UK in certain circumstances.92 Mostly, colonial units were 

stationed in the territory where they were recruited. Also, as the war persisted, the British 

government increasingly turned to prisoners of war and foreign deserters to fill the ranks of 

foreign regiments. It is indicative of the distinctiveness of these units that Wellington seldom 
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used them on outpost duty for fear that they would desert.93 With stragglers, brigandage, and 

an endemic lack of civil authority in some parts of Iberia, a Spanish, French, German, Italian 

or Polish soldier in a British foreign unit who fled in the Peninsula would probably never be 

captured.94 The situation elsewhere in the Mediterranean was no better and in 1813 of the 401 

men who left from the British Army based in Sicily only four were British.95  

Desertion from British corps primarily occurred in the British Isles. In 1810, 1811, 

and 1812 four-fifths of all incidents occurred in Britain, Ireland, and the Channel Islands,96 

reflecting the importance of opportunities and community. Calculating desertion as a 

proportion of total strength at different stations reinforces the scale of problem in the UK. 

Rates for troops stationed at home were always higher than the overall average of 3.1%, at 

6.7% in 1805, dropping to around 5% for 1806 to 1808, and 4% in 1809,97 whilst in 1811 and 

1812 5.2% of troops stationed in the UK absconded. The general decline in the middle of the 

period correlates with a decrease in the proportion of British units stationed within the UK, as 

in 1813 only a third of the manpower of British corps were at home compared to two-thirds 

in 1804.98 These ratios, however, were still significantly higher than those for units overseas, 

which equalled 0.9% and 1.4% in the 1811 and 1812 respectively.99 The only exception to 

these figures was Canada. 

The influence of location is exemplified by examining units where variation in 

desertion rates are far beyond what could be accounted for by the inconsistent application of 

military law, the unit’s disciplinary regime, or changes in personnel. For example, whilst the 

1/37th Foot was in Ireland during 1811 there were 173 cases of desertion but the unit witnessed 

a massive change in its level of desertion when it was sent to England and then Gibraltar in 

1812, when only 36 soldiers deserted. 100 Variation also occurred between battalions of a 

regiment. The 6th Foot’s first battalion lost 3.2% of its men through desertions per year when it 

was stationed in the UK which dropped to only 0.8% a year whilst it was overseas, whilst the 
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second battalion’s average desertion rate was 4%, a figure that only abated when the battalion 

was sent to Jersey.101 

<Insert Table 2 near here> 

The fluctuating unit-level experience of desertion and its relationship to its location is 

reinforced by an analysis of the biannual inspections returns. Table 2 demonstrates the high 

degree of variability across corps, although the calculated figures should be used carefully. 

The 2/6th Foot transferred 1,001 men to other units (mostly its first battalion) between 

inspections, and so its actual desertion rate is lower than the table suggests. Nevertheless, 

there is a correlation between units in the UK and high levels of desertion, whilst at the other 

extreme relatively isolated garrisons in small territories like Gibraltar or Malta had low rates. 

A high turnover in manpower and intensive recruiting exacerbated desertion; 75% of the 

2/50th and 90 men from the 2/25th Foot had less than one year’s service. In the case of the 

2/87th Foot 90 recruits had joined the unit whilst it had received 297 men and transferred 253 

men to other units. Indeed, this can help explain the different experience of the 13th and 1/6th 

Foot, both stationed at Deal: the 13th had recruited 58 men, out of a total of 532 whilst the 

1/6th only 36 out of 930. 

Given the variety of reasons for leaving (or, more precisely, being classified as a 

deserter), it is unsurprising that the social composition of deserters listed in a War Office list 

from 1815 is not significantly different from the overall composition of the Army. Where a 

trade is given, 47 from 83 were listed as labourers and the remainder listed occupations of 

varying levels of skill and standing ranging from weavers and carpenters to a tailor and 

jeweller. These proportions are slightly skewed towards to labourers, but with the high degree 

of variation in trades within regiments depending on where it recruited it is sensible to be 

careful before concluding that labourers were more likely to leave. Desertions were almost 

exclusively from privates – only 23 from the total sample were non-commissioned officers; 
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even considering that they were a smaller proportion of the Army’s personnel they are 

underrepresented.102 This suggests that NCOs were more institutionalised or invested in their 

position - certainly the military authorities were encouraging this103 - and they may have 

protested in other ways. 

Conclusion 

Both the broad statistics and unit-level information demonstrate that desertion was 

mostly a problem amongst new recruits and troops stationed within the UK, a combination of 

new soldiers rejecting their new military identity and having a relatively good chance of 

escaping back into civilian society. Some soldiers were tempted to abscond to claim another 

bounty, a particular crime engendered by the Army’s, and Navy’s recruitment policies in a 

long war. Alongside these cases, there were a significant number of longer serving soldiers 

who left, either as a temporary protest or a permanent, unilateral, severing of their military 

contract. A mixture of push and pull factors influenced these soldiers, which were often only 

realised when the location facilitated desertion, and it explains the huge variations between 

units. This was particularly the case after peace in Europe in 1814, when the military 

authorities tried to keep men to fight the war in North America. Like Brumwell’s findings 

about the British Amy in the Seven Years’ War, soldiers protesting through desertion 

provides evidence of the strong sense of rights felt by rank and file, albeit that they were less 

likely to express them in overt defiance and even mutiny.104 Nevertheless, contractual 

attitudes towards soldiering persisted throughout the wars in spite of the increasingly 

nationalist rhetoric and the changing scale of the Napoleonic Wars.105 

Desertion, both from recruits and longer serving soldiers, testifies to the continued 

connection and influence of families, friends, and civilian attitudes on soldiers. Despite the 

military authorities’ exertions to foster a “regimental world” that Cookson has explored and 

their orders to remove soldiers from their home communities described above,106 soldiers 
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continued to return to, or create new, civilian lives for themselves. Given the impact it had on 

the Army’s units, further research is required to explore why ministers and the Horse Guards 

did not do more to tackle the problem, particularly in comparison to the Napoleonic Empire 

that addressed the issue by establishing a gendarmerie and breaking collusion between 

deserters and communities.107 Desertion from the British Army in the Napoleonic Wars 

exemplifies the continual dialogue between the army and society, in which soldiers had much 

more agency, and the military authorities had much less control, than is often supposed.  
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